Patient heterogeneity, in which patients can be grouped by risk of toxicity, is a design challenge in early phase dose finding trials. Carrying out independent trials for each group is a readily available approach for dose finding. However, this often leads to dose recommendations that violate the known order of toxicity risk by group, or reversals in dose recommendation. In this manuscript, trials for partially ordered groups are simulated using four approaches: independent parallel trials using the continual reassessment method (CRM), Bayesian optimal interval design, and 3 þ 3 methods, as well as CRM for partially ordered groups. Multiple group order structures are considered, allowing for varying amounts of group frailty order information. These simulations find that parallel trials in the presence of partially ordered groups display a high frequency of trials resulting in reversals. Reversals occur when dose recommendations do not follow known order of toxicity risk by group, such as recommending a higher dose level in a group of patients known to have a higher risk of toxicity. CRM for partially ordered groups eliminates the issue of reversals, and simulation results indicate improved frequency of maximum tolerated dose selection as well as treating a greater proportion of trial patients at this dose compared with parallel trials. When information is available on differences in toxicity risk by patient subgroup, methods designed to account for known group ordering should be considered to avoid reversals in dose recommendations and improve operating characteristics. This work is motivated by existing dose finding clinical trials conducted in groups of patients, where some information is available that the risk of toxicity may differ by group. Carrying out separate, independent trials for each group (parallel trials) will often be a suboptimal way to proceed. Sharing information between groups will often lead to improved accuracy. Many examples of parallel trials are found in the literature. LoRusso et al. (1) and Ramanathan et al. (2) both implemented trials for four groups, where groups were defined by normal, mild, moderate, and severe liver dysfunction, and used the 3 þ 3 design separately within each group. These are examples of trials with the greatest amount of group order information, where the groups are completely ordered. For example, with a given dose level, it is expected that a greater risk of toxicity among patients is associated with a higher level of liver dysfunction. This suggests that a group with greater liver dysfunction should not have a maximum tolerated dose (MTD), which is a greater dose level than that of a group with less liver dysfunction. Most commonly, in practice, parallel trials are implemented in which patients in one group are allocated to doses without regard to the toxicity information available from patients in other groups. Hence, group order information is ignored, and it is possible to observe MTD selection that does not preserve the known group order.
This work is motivated by existing dose finding clinical trials conducted in groups of patients, where some information is available that the risk of toxicity may differ by group. Carrying out separate, independent trials for each group (parallel trials) will often be a suboptimal way to proceed. Sharing information between groups will often lead to improved accuracy. Many examples of parallel trials are found in the literature. LoRusso et al. (1) and Ramanathan et al. (2) both implemented trials for four groups, where groups were defined by normal, mild, moderate, and severe liver dysfunction, and used the 3 þ 3 design separately within each group. These are examples of trials with the greatest amount of group order information, where the groups are completely ordered. For example, with a given dose level, it is expected that a greater risk of toxicity among patients is associated with a higher level of liver dysfunction. This suggests that a group with greater liver dysfunction should not have a maximum tolerated dose (MTD), which is a greater dose level than that of a group with less liver dysfunction. Most commonly, in practice, parallel trials are implemented in which patients in one group are allocated to doses without regard to the toxicity information available from patients in other groups. Hence, group order information is ignored, and it is possible to observe MTD selection that does not preserve the known group order.
Use of independent parallel trials is a readily available method for identifying the MTD for each group, but independent trials ignore the available group order information. Failure to account for group order structure creates issues that should be considered more closely. The primary concern with the use of parallel trials by group is in identifying group-specific MTDs that do not follow the known group frailty order. Suppose a particular group is known to be more frail; thus, the MTD should be no greater than that of other groups considered. It is problematic if the final MTD selection for this group is a higher dose level than other groups considered, which are known to be less frail. Three methods have been published recently that account for either partial or complete group order information in dose finding trials (3) (4) (5) . Because the group order information is not ignored in the methods designed for groups, it is not possible to make MTD recommendations that do not preserve the known group order structure. In addition, operating characteristics indicate improved dose selection when using dose finding methods designed to incorporate group order information.
The aim of this manuscript is to provide information regarding concerns with implementation of independent parallel trials for dose finding in the presence of groups and to offer comparison of operating characteristics when using a method that appropriately accounts for the known group order. In this manuscript, we will first describe the problems associated with implementation of parallel trials for groups, followed by a description of the simulations considered and discussion of the simulation results.
Group Order Structures and Reversals
By our definition, a reversal occurs when MTD selection violates the known group order. The type and number of possible reversals depends greatly on the amount of information that is known about the group frailty order at the beginning of the trial. In the presence of four groups, there are four group ordering structures considered in the presented simulations: complete order, loop order, twig order, and the simple tree. In this commentary, it is assumed that higher group numbers are associated with greater frailty, that is, an increased susceptibility at each level to suffering a dose limiting toxicity (DLT). The MTD for a group known to be more frail should be no greater than the MTD of a group that is less frail. Table 1 presents the known information for the group orders considered.
Complete Order
The complete order, shown in Table 1 , offers the most information about the relationships between groups. Therefore, MTD G1 MTD G2 MTD G3 MTD G4 is known with no unknown relationships between groups. Due to the level of information, this structure also allows for the greatest number of reversals to be observed within a trial. Reversals can be observed between all pairs of groups, with the potential of observing six reversals within a trial.
Loop Order
The loop order, shown in Table 1 G4 . In this case, it is not possible to specify the relationship between MTD G2 and MTD G3 , creating a partial order among these groups. Because there is less information known compared with the complete order case, it is possible to observe five reversals for partial orders of this type. Reversals can occur between groups 1 and 2, 1 and 3, 1 and 4, 2 and 4, and between groups 3 and 4. No reversal can exist between groups 2 and 3 because this order relationship is unknown.
Twig Order
The "twig order," shown in Table 1 , is also considered to have an intermediate level of information with regard to the relationships between groups. The known information for the relationship between groups includes MTD G1 MTD G2 MTD G3 and MTD G1 MTD G2 MTD G4 , whereas the relationship between MTD G3 and MTD G4 cannot be specified. With this partial order structure, it is possible to observe the following five reversals: between groups 1 and 2, 1 and 3, 1 and 4, 2 and 3, and between groups 2 and 4. There can be no reversal between groups 3 and 4 because this order relationship is unknown.
Simple Tree
The simple tree, shown in Table 1 , is a partial order that contains the least amount of information among order structures considered. Three group order relationships are known: MTD G1 MTD G2 , MTD G1 MTD G3 , and MTD G1 MTD G4 . Only three types of reversals are possible: between groups 1 and 2, 1 and 3, and 1 and 4. It is not possible to specify the relationships between MTD G2 , MTD G3 , and MTD G4 ; thus, reversals between these groups are not possible.
Dose Finding Methods Considered
Two approaches to dose finding trials are considered in the simulations: parallel trials and continual reassessment method for partially ordered groups (CRM-POG), the method given by Horton et al. (5) that incorporates information on the group order structure. Parallel trials are implemented using several standard dose finding methods.
Parallel Trials
Parallel trials using three dose finding methods are considered in simulations: CRM, Bayesian optimal interval design (BOIN), and the standard 3 þ 3. CRM, given by O'Quigley et al. (6) , is a widely recognized model-based method for dose finding. Simulations presented in this manuscript utilize the two-stage likelihood version of CRM, given by O'Quigley and Shen (7), specifying a one-parameter working model for the probability of toxicity. Simulation results for the CRM design were obtained using the "crmsim" function in R package "dfcrm," specifying the "mle" method and "empiric" model with cohorts of size 1. The skeleton was specified using the "getprior" function within the "dfcrm" package, specifying a halfwidth of 0.06 and prior guess of MTD of dose level 3. (8), allocates patients based on the specification of upper and lower cut-off values. Simulation results for the BOIN design were obtained using the "get.oc" function in R package "BOIN," specifying cohorts of size 3, and default values for all specifications. Simulation results for the 3 þ 3 method were obtained using the "ssim3p3" function in R package "UBCRM."
Optimal Benchmark
An optimal benchmark measure is included to evaluate each method's performance in dose selection. The optimal benchmark is a nonparametric design that can be seen as a gold standard for dose finding studies (9) . Operating characteristics for the optimal benchmark provide guidance and a greater ability to gauge the performance of parallel trials. When considering percentage of correct selection (PCS) and accuracy index (AI), the benchmark provides an upper bound upon which improvement is unlikely.
Alternative to Parallel Trials: CRM-POG
Simulation results presented consider CRM-POG, the method proposed by Horton et al. (5), which extends the existing CRM shift model for two ordered groups (10) . Implementation of the CRM-POG is carried out in two stages. The first stage is rule based, using cohorts of size 1. Once heterogeneity is observed, at least one DLT and non-DLT, the second stage begins where dose allocation is based on estimation from a working model. To implement the second stage, a set of skeletons is developed using information on known group frailty order. The motivating example consists of trials for four groups that are completely ordered. This suggests that among the skeletons considered, the probability of toxicity at a specified dose level for group 3 is always less than or equal to the probability of toxicity for the same dose level for group 4. The skeleton maximizing the binomial likelihood is selected and used for the next dose recommendation.
This approach is computationally accessible and allows for both complete and partially ordered group information. Available R code for CRM in combination with a set of reasonable skeletons based on known order information can be used to implement the CRM-POG method. Because MTD selection follows the known group ordering, reversals cannot occur. Improvements in operating characteristics increase as the level of information increases. Group ordering structures considered are described in Table 1 .
Simulation
In this section, we present the design of the simulations and discuss the simulation results. In addition to CRM-POG, independent parallel trials are simulated using the CRM, BOIN, and 3 þ 3 methods. As a comparison, the optimal benchmark is also included (9) . In all simulations, the target toxicity rate is h ¼ 0:3, and 1000 simulated trials were generated. Nine dose-toxicity curves are considered with four dose levels, shown in Figure 1 . Although patients in group 4 are considered to be the most frail, their probability of toxicity at a specific dose level should be greater than or equal to the probability of toxicity for patients in group 1, which is known for all group orders considered. Additional group order relationships depend on the known group order structure, displayed in Table 1 . The dose-toxicity curves considered allow for a variety of order of severity between groups and spacing of the true MTD for each group. Scenarios in Figure 1 allow for assuming any of the four group order structures when using CRM-POG. As the amount of group order information varies, each of these four order structures is considered, and results for CRM-POG are summarized by the assumption of each type of order structure described in Table 1 .
Sample sizes of 24 per group were used in simulations, chosen to equal the maximum number of patients that could be enrolled in the 3 þ 3 trials. Although the sample size per group is fixed in these simulations, it would be reasonable to assume that in practice the number of patients in each group may vary. The greatest impact from varying group sample sizes would be seen if a 3 þ 3 method were used, because this method is inflexible in the maximum sample that may be needed for implementation. When CRM and BOIN are used in parallel trials, having a greatly reduced sample size in one group is anticipated to have a sizable impact on operating characteristics and the ability to identify the best dose level for that group. The smallest impact would be seen when considering CRM-POG because constraints placed on MTD selection by use of the skeletons allow for dose recommendations for each group in the presence of all evaluated patients.
Summary measures in comparing parallel trials include proportion of trials experiencing at least one reversal and magnitude of reversals. Existence of a reversal indicates that MTD selection does not follow the known group frailty order, and the magnitude indicates the degree to which this is happening. For example, if at the end of parallel trials, the MTDs for a less frail and more frail group are identified as dose levels 1 and 3, respectively, a reversal has occurred with a magnitude of two dose levels. The greater the dose level discrepancy, the greater the concern of inappropriate dose selection because the group order is known and established before the implementation of the parallel trials.
Although the presence of reversals is of greatest concern with regard to running parallel trials, other operating characteristics are also considered. PCS and AI measures allow for assessing the ability of the design to address the primary aims of an early phase dose finding trial: (1) selecting the best dose available at the end of a trial, and (2) appropriately allocating patients throughout the trial. PCS gives the percentage of trials that select the dose closest to the target. CRM-POG, outlined by Horton et al. (5) , is used to compare PCS and AI with parallel trials. PCS is defined as the proportion of simulations selecting the correct dose as MTD. Accuracy index, outlined by Cheung (11), was calculated for dose selection, as used in Horton et al. (12) Because reversals are not possible with CRM-POG, only PCS and AI are used to compare these methods to parallel trials.
Results
Reversals. The proportion of trials experiencing reversals depends on many factors, including the amount of known information at the beginning of the study. As shown in Table 1 , the most information available is observed when complete ordering between groups is known and the least amount of information is observed with the simple tree group order structure, where the only known information is that group 1 is the least frail and MTD selection for other groups should be no greater than the MTD selection for group 1. Figure 2 displays the proportion of simulations with at least one reversal. Because there are more opportunities for reversals in orderings with greater information, a greater proportion of trials results in at least one reversal when a greater level of group information is known. For each group order setting, the lowest average proportion of reversals is observed for the optimal benchmark, followed by CRM, BOIN, and 3 þ 3. To illustrate the depth of this problem, consider the loop order, which contains an intermediate amount of information provided by the known group order. Here, 46% of trials using the optimal benchmark result in observing at least one reversal. This is greatly concerning considering that the benchmark is seen as a method to assess the lowest expected proportion of reversals with which to compare early phase designs. With this group order structure, 61% of 3 þ 3 parallel trials result in at least one reversal.
Supplementary Figure 1 (available online) displays the average magnitude of reversals observed across scenarios considered. Note that among simulations with reversals, the distribution of reversal magnitude is weighted more toward smaller magnitude in the optimal benchmark, followed by CRM, BOIN, and last the 3 þ 3.
Several conclusions can be drawn from considering the results presented in Figure 2 and Supplementary Figure 1 (available online) regarding the level of information known of the group order and the design used to implement parallel trials. When more information is known about group order (such as the complete order case), there is greater opportunity to observe a reversal. With more group order information, the magnitude of reversal also tends to be slightly greater than in cases with less group order information (such as the simple tree). Frequency of observing reversals is worst when using the 3 þ 3 design, followed by BOIN, then CRM. As the optimal benchmark provides a reference value for operating characteristics to compare with dose selection designs, it is not anticipated that improvement beyond the benchmark (in this case, lower rates of reversals) will be observed using parallel trials. The percentage of simulations resulting in at least one reversal, averaged across scenarios, ranges from 27% to 54% for the optimal benchmark, depending on the level of known group order information. This suggests that when there is minimal information known, in the simple tree setting, the benchmark observes a high rate of trials resulting in reversals (27%). When group orders are fully defined, in the complete order setting, 54% of parallel trials result in at least one reversal. These figures are concerning given that it is anticipated that early phase designs will either meet or exceed these rates. For instance, in the case of the 3 þ 3 design, the rate of observing at least one reversal ranges from 40% to 69%, depending of level of known group order information.
The concerns with frequency of observing at least one reversal and the magnitude of reversals leads to a greater question: what does MTD selection mean when using parallel trials and should there be additional plans in place to realign MTD selection? With each of the group order structures considered, there is at least some information available in comparing the level of frailty between groups. It seems unrealistic to move forward with an MTD recommendation that is a higher dose level in a group that is known to be more frail.
PCS and AI
In these simulations, the target DLT rate is h ¼ 0:3. AI, given by Cheung (11) , is used to summarize dose selection. AI considers the frequency of selecting all available doses while penalizing selection of doses with probability of toxicity further from the true MTD. Calculation of AI for dose selection is described in Horton et al. (12) using the absolute difference to measure the discrepancy between the probability of toxicity at a specified dose level and the target DLT rate. Table 2 gives PCS and AI for all methods considered, averaged across groups and across the nine scenarios considered in the simulations. The methods considered include CRM-POG (for each order structure considered) and parallel trials using the optimal benchmark, CRM, BOIN, and the 3 þ 3. Results for all summary measures indicate that using the CRM-POG, with even minimal information from the simple tree structure, allows for improvement in dose selection compared with all parallel trial designs considered. The level of improvement over parallel trials increases as the level of known group order information increases. For greater detail, Supplementary Table 1 (available  online) gives the operating characteristics by scenario.
Although it is established that 3 þ 3 greatly underperforms compared with methods such as CRM and BOIN in single group trials (13) (14) (15) , this underperformance appears to be magnified in the presence of parallel trials.
Naive Approach to Parallel Trials
A reversal occurs when MTD selection does not follow the known group frailty order. For example, it would be counterintuitive to make a final MTD recommendation in a more frail group at a higher dose level than the MTD recommended for a group known to be less frail. In this case, a conservative ad hoc approach considered here is to reduce the MTD for a more frail group to not exceed the MTD of groups known to be less frail. Consider a trial with four groups and a known loop order; patients in group 1 are the least frail and patients in group 4 are the most frail. Patient frailty for groups 2 and 3 fall between groups 1 and 4, but the relationship between groups 2 and 3 cannot be specified. This suggests that the MTD for groups 2 and 3 should be no higher than that of group 1, and the MTD for group 4 should be no higher than that of all other groups. Supplementary Table 3 (available online) presents a parallel trial example. In this example, there are two reversals observed: between groups 1 and 3 and between groups 2 and 4. Both reversals have a magnitude of one dose level. Using the naive approach to "fix" the reversal so that the known group frailty order is preserved with MTD recommendations, the MTD recommendation in groups 3 and 4 are changed. This ad hoc approach was used in simulations to assess the impact of this augmentation on operating characteristics, given in Table 2 . In these results, we can see that there is virtually no change in PCS and AI for both the optimal benchmark and BOIN. Marginal improvement is observed when the ad hoc approach is applied to CRM dose recommendations. There is a greater difference seen for parallel 3 þ 3 trials, where the ad hoc approach leads to worse operating characteristics. Supplementary Table 2 (available  online) provides additional detail by presenting the operating characteristics by scenario.
Although this ad hoc approach is considered a conservative way of handling reversals occurring in parallel trials, a better approach would be to use a method designed to incorporate known group order and prevent the possibility of a reversal while improving operating characteristics.
Discussion
This manuscript highlights an important issue of dose finding in the presence of groups when parallel trials are used. The primary concern with parallel trials is the common occurrence of reversals, where MTD selection does not follow the known group frailty order. Although parallel trials have been an accessible method of implementing dose finding trials in the presence of groups, three methods have recently been published that allow for dose finding with complete or partially ordered groups where group frailty order is always respected (3) (4) (5) . Early phase dose finding trials tend to be small in size, and the methods for partially ordered groups use all information by incorporating available information on group order. These methods, which are designed for groups, not only eliminate the concern of reversals in MTD selection but also show vast improvement in operating characteristics associated with dose selection.
Several existing dose finding methods were compared in the setting of independent parallel trials to assess operating characteristics in the presence of groups, including CRM, BOIN, and the standard 3 þ 3. Operating characteristics considered in comparing methods include the proportion of trials with at least one reversal, magnitude of reversals, PCS, and AI for dose selection. The optimal benchmark is used to give a lower bound on occurrence of reversals and an upper bound on PCS and AI. As has been shown previously, on average, CRM outperforms among the parallel trials, followed by BOIN and 3 þ 3. The CRM-POG method proposed by Horton et al. (5) outperforms all parallel trial approaches, and the degree of improvement depends on the amount of group frailty order information that is known at the beginning of the trial.
Because reversals would need to be fixed, a conservative ad hoc approach was considered to "fix" reversals such that MTD selection could be augmented to conform to the known group frailty order. By reducing the MTD in more frail groups to not exceed the MTD of less frail groups, reversals were eliminated. Although there was minimal impact on operating characteristics for CRM and BOIN parallel trials, a sharp decrease in PCS and AI was observed for 3 þ 3 parallel trials.
The primary goals of early phase dose finding trials are to select the best dose to move forward to future trials and to allocate subjects to the most appropriate dose within the current clinical trial. This work has focused on the idea of reversals in MTD selection at the conclusion of parallel clinical trials, which are a concern for the first aim of selecting the best dose to move forward to future trials. To address the second aim to allocate subjects to the most appropriate dose within the current clinical trial, within-trial reversals are an important topic that also deserves attention. Within-trial reversals occur when dose assignments are counterintuitive based on doses being assigned between groups. For example, if a patient in a group that is more frail is assigned to a dose level that is not considered to be safe for a less frail group, this would be an instance where a counterintuitive dosing decision is made. The restrictions used in CRM-POG will not allow for within-trial reversals. Although within-trial reversals were not a focus of the current work, this is an important issue to consider in future work.
In conclusion, this manuscript demonstrates the problem of reversals in MTD selection when independent parallel trials are used in the presence of completely or partially ordered groups. In light of the high rate of reversals and other diminished operating characteristics for parallel trials, a dose finding design meant for groups should be used when any level of information regarding group frailty order (either partial or complete order) is available.
